As I am about to make some remarks on the professional practice, to which I have devoted wholly and exclusively the last twenty-seven years of my life, perhaps you will not consider the time altogether misspent, if I occupy a few moments in speaking of the difficulties and lack of opportunities for acquiring correct information on any subject connected with practical dental surgery, only a quarter of a century ago. I shall leave it for those who hear me, especially for the younger members of the society, to make a comparison in their own minds between the embarrassments of that period, and the facilities of the present day. As I also saw there some teeth that had been filed by our worthy and esteemed president. These two cases gave me an idea of filing teeth. All that I had before seen where the file had been used, were only separated, as it was then termed with a file; a most destructive practice, particularly with young persons.
In Lexington, Kentucky, I saw the mouths of* two young ladies who had been with Mr. Hudson, of Philadelphia, whose stoppings looked like the one I had seen in Quebec. Up to this time I had done but little, except cleaning, extracting, and making artificial teeth. The few that I had stopped were done with tin-foil, as I had never seen any gold for stopping teeth.
I here obtained some gold coin, took it to a silver-plater, and asked him if he could-make it as thin as a leaf of tin-foil which I showed him. He melted, hammered, and rolled the coin, bringing it in his rolling mill to a degree of thinness and pliability, of wiiich I had previously no conception. This gold I began immediately to use for stopping teeth, and it is now but about three years, since I saw one of the teeth which I then stopped with it in the rudest kind of way. I have dwelt on this subject perhaps too long, but I have been led to do so from having for twenty-seven years witnessed the misery and deformity occasioned by bungling and abominable fixtures in the mouth, constructed without the least pretension to mechanical skill.
When health and comfort on the one hand, or disease and misery on the other, must of necessity be the alternative, let our young dentists feel a pride in becoming in the mechanical department of our art, the first mechanics in the land. The profession demands it; and even if they have not the love of that profession at heart, let the handsome manner in which the public are willing to pay for such services, encourage them to do it.
Thus three important objects will be gained?that of the operator in securing reputation, usefulness, and emolument?that of the profession generally, in finding their art honoured, among men?that of the community, in being faithfully served.
Let Dr. Parmly having finished his address. Professor Hayden delivered a lecture on the Diseases of the Antrum Highmorianum, the publication of which, however, among the transactions of the society, he declined, on the ground that he intended to publish it in a treatise on Odontology, which he had in the course of preparation.
